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  Find suitable alloy rims & complete wheels for your car
  
    
  
  
    
  
  
    
        Select your car via our vehicle search.
    
  

  
    
      
        	
            Use our vehicle search: Select a car manufacturer, model, body, motorisation and view an extraordinary selection of technically suitable alloy wheels for your vehicle.

          
	
            Search without vehicle to enter our shop directly and have a quick look at our wide range of products. More than 1000 alloys are waiting for you!

          


      

    

  




      
  

    
    
      
        
          
            
              ×
            
          

          
              
                2 Ways to Find the Alloys of Your Dreams
            
          

        

      

      
        Use our vehicle search: Select a car manufacturer, model, body, motorisation and view an extraordinary selection of technically suitable alloy wheels for your vehicle.

        Search without vehicle to enter our shop directly and have a quick look at our wide range of products. More than 1000 alloys are waiting for you!
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            MAM

            RS4

            
                  in 17-20 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  872,62 €
                  SRP
              
              829,19 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  542,87 €
                  SRP
              
              499,44 €
              per 4 alloy rims
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            R3Wheels

            R3H03

            
                  in 17-21 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  967,79 €
                  SRP
              
              948,74 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  773,74 €
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              per 4 alloy rims
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            KT15

            
                  in 17-20 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  841,21 €
                  SRP
              
              805,41 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
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              per 4 alloy rims
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                  in 17-21 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  942,80 €
                  SRP
              
              928,75 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
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              per 4 alloy rims
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            DaminaPerformance

            DM08

            
                  in 18-20 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  1.101,39 €
                  SRP
              
              1.075,55 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  836,00 €
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              per 4 alloy rims
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                  in 18-20 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  1.204,05 €
                  SRP
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              per 4 Complete Wheels
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              per 4 alloy rims
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            TN1

            
                  in 16-18 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
              
              771,98 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
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              per 4 alloy rims
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            R3H08

            
                  in 20 inches
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  1.487,95 €
                  SRP
              
              757,14 €
              per 4 Complete Wheels
            

          

          
            
              
                starting at
                  1.208,90 €
                  SRP
              
              309,06 €
              per 4 alloy rims
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    Alloys and complete wheels at felgenoutlet, your No. 1 alloys shop!

    Buying aluminium rims online has never been so easy: discover the perfect rim for your car in our range of over 1,000 rims online. Simply specify your vehicle, select the rim and have it displayed in the 3D rim configurator. Thanks to our expert advice with all-round carefree guarantee! With the right tyres, it's a well-rounded affair - we mount and balance your complete wheels professionally and deliver them to you ready for mounting. Compare rims with each other and read customer reviews to find the best alloy rims for your car. We hope you enjoy choosing your new rims and complete wheels!

    read more
  





    
      
        Discover rim brands

      

      
  
    
      
        Discover 2DRV
        
            
            
            
            
          
        
        
  Discover 2DRV
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          Tyres & Complete wheels

        

      
  
    
      
        Discover Goodyear.
        
            
            
            
            
          
        
        
  Discover Goodyear.
  
    
  


    

  


      
  
    
      
        Discover Continental!
        
            
            
            
            
          
        
        
  Discover Continental!
  
    
  


    

  


    


      
          
            
          
          
            
          
          
          
          
          
  



  
  
    OUR ALL-IN-ONE GUARANTEE

    With our all-round carefree guarantee, you can be sure that the rims and complete wheels you choose will fit perfectly. Do you want the right tyres to go with the rim of your choice? No problem, we already prepare complete wheels for your car in our logistics centre. Balanced with the most modern machines and mounted by qualified personnel, you will receive ready-to-fit wheels including mounting material at home. Nothing stands in the way of your driving pleasure!

  

  
    NOT SURE YET WHICH WHEEL TO GO FOR?

    Try our Wheel Wizard! We filter our products according to your wishes. Do you prefer large or small wheels? Would like a sporty, timeless or eye-catching design? Maybe you are looking for a premium product. There is something for every taste at felgenoutlet. Discover it yourself and enjoy browsing through our shop! 

  









  

    



  
    We are a pioneer in the alloy wheel industry and focus on innovation and satisfaction!

      Our 3D rim configurator gives you a realistic and interactive shopping experience by displaying alloy rims and complete wheels directly on your car. 
On our rim comparison page, you can compare your favourite rims based on numerous features. Also use our in-house rating platform with verified reviews and see what other customers particularly liked about the respective rims. For us, user-friendliness, safety and innovation are our top priorities. We want to create the best possible shopping experience for our customers and therefore work daily to develop innovative and useful tools that make it easier for you to choose the perfect rim. Our customised expert advice, the in-house evaluation platform and our new rim comparison are just a few of them.

  


  


  
  
    
      
      
              Inexpensive and Fast Delivery
              

              within Germany.
          
    

  

  
    
      
      
              Ready-to-Mount Complete Wheels
              

              
                  including all necessary accessories.
              
          
    

  

  
    
      
      
              30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
              

              
                  on all alloy wheels in the shop.
              
          
    

  





  


    
    
      
        
          
            
          

          
            Your trusted alloy wheel shop

          

          
            With us, you are always on the safe side: from alloy wheels with an all-round worry-free guarantee to additional checks on your order and a choice of all common payment methods to free shipping within Germany, your satisfaction is our top priority every step of the way. If you ever have any problems with your order or are not satisfied, we are happy to offer you our extended 30-day right of return and work together to find a quick and uncomplicated solution.

          

        

      

      
        
          
            
          

          
            Competence & Expertise

          

          
            You can count on our decades of experience in the wheel industry - we will accompany you every step of the way through the wheel selection, expert opinion jungle and TPMS query. If you still have questions, our support team will be happy to help you in word and deed.
Our state-of-the-art logistics centre also allows us to process orders particularly efficiently and deliver them quickly, so you don't have to wait long for your new rims and complete wheels.

          

        

      

    

  





      
  
  
    
      
          
            
                
            

            
              
                0
                million
                mio
              
              

              alloy rims sold
              sold aluminium rims
            

          

          
            
                
            

            
              
                0
                million
                mio
              
              

              complete wheels sold
              sold complete wheels
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                years
                years
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              satisfied customers
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                %
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              on-time deliveries
            

          

      

    

  




  
    
      
        
          
              
                 Legal Information

                	
                      
                        Imprint
                    
	
                      
                        GTC
                    
	
                      
                        Privacy Policy
                    


              

              
                 Service

                	
                      
                        Contact
                    
	
                      
                        Wheel Wizard
                    
	
                      
                        Reseller
                    


              

              
                 Help

                	
                      
                        FAQ
                    
	
                      
                        Shipping information 
                    
	
                      
                        Order process
                    


              

              
                 About felgenoutlet

                	
                      
                        Philosophy
                    
	
                      
                        History
                    
	
                      
                        Locations
                    
	
                      
                        Team
                    
	
                      
                        Facts
                    


              

          

        

        
          
  Payment methods

  
      
        PayPal
      
        Payment in Advance
      
        Sofort. (Sofort Banking)
      
        Kreditkarte
  




        

        
          
             International

            	
      
        
        
          AT
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          BE
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          DE
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          DK
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          EU
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          FI
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          FR
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          IT
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          LU
        
      
    
	
      
        
        
          SE
        
      
    



          

        

        
          
             Follow us

            
      
        
        
          Felgenoutlet on social-facebook
        
      
      
        
        
          Felgenoutlet on social-instagram
        
      
      
        
        
          Felgenoutlet on social-youtube
        
      



          

        

        
          
             Excellent onlineshop

            
              
  



  
      
        








            

          

        

        
          
             Customer service and consulting

            
              
      
        
        Currently available
      

  
      
      
        0049 351 / 89 570 300
      
  

  
    We are happy to advise you

  

  
    Monday - Friday:
    10:00 a.m. - 12:00 a.m.
    01:00 p.m. - 04:00 p.m.
  

  
    
      
    
    
      
    
  




            

          

        

      

    

    
      
      
      
    
  

  
      
    
      Wheel Manufacturers
      
          
            2DRV
          

          
            AEZ
          

          
            Alutec
          

          
            artFORM
          

          
            ATS
          

          
            Autec
          

          
            AVUS Racing
          

          
            AXXION
          

          
            Barracuda
          

          
            BBS
          

          
            Berlin Wheels
          

          
            Borbet
          

          
            Brock
          

          
            Carmani
          

          
            CMS
          

          
            Corspeed
          

          
            Damina Performance
          

          
            DBV
          

          
            Dezent
          

          
            Diewe
          

          
            Dotz
          

          
            etabeta
          

          
            GMP
          

          
            Keskin
          

          
            Luethen Motorsport
          

          
            MAK
          

          
            MAM
          

          
            MB Design
          

          
            Meisterwerk Wheels
          

          
            Mille Miglia
          

          
            Momo
          

          
            Motec
          

          
            MSW
          

          
            Oxigin
          

          
            Oxxo
          

          
            OZ
          

          
            Platin
          

          
            ProLine
          

          
            Raffa Wheels
          

          
            RC-Design
          

          
            RH Alurad
          

          
            Rial
          

          
            Ronal
          

          
            Rotiform
          

          
            RStyle Wheels
          

          
            R³ Wheels
          

          
            Sparco
          

          
            Speedline
          

          
            Tec Speedwheels
          

          
            TOMASON
          

          
            ULTRA Wheels
          

          
            V1 Wheels
          

          
            Z-Performance
          

      

    

    
      Colours
      
          
            Blue
          

          
            Bronze
          

          
            Chrome
          

          
            Yellow
          

          
            Gold
          

          
            Grey
          

          
            Green
          

          
            Coppery
          

          
            Orange
          

          
            Pink
          

          
            Red
          

          
            Black
          

          
            Silver
          

          
            White
          

      

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            Vehicle Manufacturers
          


            
              VW 
            

            
              Audi 
            

            
              Mercedes-Benz 
            

            
              BMW 
            

            
              Skoda 
            

            
              Ford 
            

            
              Seat 
            

            
              Opel 
            

            
              Hyundai 
            

            
              Tesla 
            


          
            
              Other Manufacturers...
          

        

      

    

    
      Sizes
      
          
            14 inches
          

          
            15 inches
          

          
            16 inches
          

          
            17 inches
          

          
            18 inches
          

          
            19 inches
          

          
            20 inches
          

          
            21 inches
          

          
            22 inches
          

          
            23 inches
          

      

    

  

  


    
    

    
      
        
        Felgenoutlet.com - German e-Trade GmbH Alloy Wheel Shop | All rights reserved
      

      
        
          All prices are inclusive of VAT at the applicable rate.
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                                        Upwards
                                       Downwards
                                 Select a Colour
                                           Share on Facebook
                               Listing is being updated
                                             There are
                                  more items
                      Sorry, but something went wrong!
                            Suitable for Snow Chains
                                              German Type Approval
                                              European Type Approval
                                    Suitable for TPMS Sensors
                                    Unfortunately, there are no offers in this category.
                                 Wheel Spacer Kit Available
                               ...must not be empty
                                   No valid e-mail address
                               Cleaning products added succesfully
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                                   No valid order number 
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     Loading suitable wheels for your vehicle...







    
    
    
        










    
        
    
      

      
        
          
            
              
              
              
            
            

          

          
            Wheel Wizard
          FAQ
          Contact
          Payment Methods
          Shipping
          Dealers
        

        
        

        
          
            
              
              Country and Language
            
          

        

      

    

  



    
    
    
    
      
    
        

    
    
      
    
      
        
          
            Welcome to felgenoutlet.com
          
        

        
          

          
            
              
                
                  
                  
                
              

              
                
                  Stay on www.felgenoutlet.com
                
              

            

          

        

      

    

  


  